Three-stranded R-loop structures have been associated with genomic instability phenotypes. What underlies their wide-ranging effects on genome stability remains poorly understood. Here we combined biochemical and atomic force microscopy approaches with single molecule Rloop footprinting to demonstrate that R-loops formed at the model Airn locus in vitro adopt a defined set of three-dimensional conformations characterized by distinct shapes and volumes, which we call R-loop objects. Interestingly, we show that these R-loop objects impose specific physical constraints on the DNA, as revealed by the presence of stereotypical angles in the surrounding DNA. Biochemical probing and mutagenesis experiments revealed that the formation of R-loop objects at Airn is dictated by the sequence of the extruded non-template strand, suggesting that R-loops possess intrinsic sequence-driven properties. Consistent with this, we show that R-loops formed at the fission yeast gene sum3 do not form detectable Rloop objects. Our results reveal that R-loops differ by their architectures and that the organization of the non-template strand is a fundamental characteristic of R-loops, which could explain that only a subset of R-loops is associated with replication-dependent DNA breaks.
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INTRODUCTION
DNA:RNA hybrids have emerged as important regulators of genome stability and gene expression (reviewed in (1)). One possible source of DNA:RNA hybrids in the genome is the formation of cotranscriptional R-loops, where the nascent RNA hybridizes with its DNA template through Watson-Crick interactions, whilst the non-template DNA strand remains single-stranded (reviewed in (1) ). A number of DNA/RNA helicases as well as the two ribonucleases H (RNase H1 & H2) target DNA:RNA hybrids and thereby maintain R-loop formation to low levels (reviewed in (1) ). However, when these activities fail, wide-ranging evidence suggests that the resulting stabilization of R-loops interferes with the stability of replication forks during DNA replication and is associated with DNA damage and genome instability (2) (3) (4) (5) . The molecular mechanisms leading to DNA damage are still poorly understood but a recent study proposed that only a small subset of R-loop-forming regions (~10%) actually induces DNA breaks after DNA replication (2) . To explain this observation, it was proposed that the chromosomal context in which R-loops form must contribute to the accumulation of DNA damage. An alternative and equally possible explanation could be that there are in fact different types of R-loops with different intrinsic properties, with some imposing greater physical constraints on the surrounding DNA than others. Here we test this possibility using Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) to monitor the impact of R-loop formation on the surrounding DNA.
Both in vitro and in vivo observations show that the propensity of a transcription unit to form Rloops is determined at least in part by the sequence of the non-template strand. In particular, Gskewed non-template strands containing stretches of consecutive G residues significantly increase the probability of forming co-transcriptional R-loops (6) (7) (8) . Although strong determinants of R-loop formation have been identified, little is known about the actual architecture of R-loops. In particular, how the extruded single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) is organized and stabilized has not yet been thoroughly addressed experimentally. It is conceivable that it could recruit specific proteins and/or form secondary structures, opening up the possibility that R-loop architecture is variable and dependent on several parameters such as size and/or sequence. For instance, it was reported previously that R-loop formation at the murine Sγ3 immunoglobulin switch regions allowed the extruded non-template strand to assemble G-quadruplex structures (9, 10) , although this is controversial as others failed to detect Gquadruplex formation in the same conditions (11, 12) . To date, an in-depth assessment of R-loop architecture and its potential diversity is missing.
Here we use a combination of single molecule approaches to study the architecture of transcription-dependent R-loops formed in vitro. We demonstrate that the extruded non-template single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) strand determines the architecture of R-loops and their physical properties and that R-loop architecture can be manipulated using site-directed mutagenesis. This opens the possibility that the extruded ssDNA is a distinguishing feature of R-loops in vivo.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
Plasmid preparation. The plasmids used in this study are shown on Figure S1 . Airn and the Airn Gstretch mutant were synthesized (GeneCust) and cloned into pUC57. sum3 was amplified from genomic DNA using the forward primer Xba_sum3 FW that contains the sequence of the T3 promoter (5'-GCGTCTAGAATTAACCCTCACTAAAGGGAATGAGCGACAATGTACAGC-3') and the reverse primer Bam_sum3 RV (5'-GCGGGATCCTTACCACCAGGATTGAGCAC-3') and cloned into the pUC57 plasmid using standard protocols. pDR18 (11) containing 4 repetitions of the immunoglobulin Sγ3 switch regions was a kind gift from Dr Michael R. Lieber (University of Southern California). The plasmids were purified using the NucleoBond® XtraMidi kit (Macherey-Nagel) according to the manufacturer's recommendations.
In vitro transcription of R-loops. 1875 ng of circular plasmids were incubated at 37°C with 50 U of T3 RNA Polymerase (Promega) in a transcription buffer (40 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.9, 6 mM MgCl 2 , 2 mM spermidine, 10 mM NaCl, 20 mM DTT, 0,05% Tween-20) containing 0,25 mM of rATP, rCTP, rUTP and rGTP (Promega). After 30 minutes at 37°C, T3 was inactivated by incubating the reaction at 65°C for 10 minutes. When specified, the NaCl in the reaction buffer was replaced by 40 mM KCl or 40 mM LiCl. 750 ng of transcribed plasmids were then incubated in the CutSmart Buffer (New England Biolabs) containing appropriate restriction enzymes and 2 U of RNase H. pFC53 was digested with ApaLI, pUC57-Airn was digested with KpnI and HindIII and pUC57-sum3 was digested with BamHI and XbaI. After 140 minutes at 37°C, the NaCl concentration was brought to 500 mM and 0,4 µg of RNase A was added for 20 minutes at 37°C to digest soluble RNAs. The DNA was then purified using chloroform and isopropanol precipitation and resuspended in 10 mM Tris. The DNA was run on 0,8% agarose gels prepared in TBE 1X without intercalating agent.
Nuclease P1 treatment. After in vitro transcription and restriction digest, the NaCl concentration was brought to 500 mM and 10 U of nuclease P1 (reference N8630, SIGMA) was added. The mixture was incubated at 50°C for 45 minutes. The DNA was subsequently purified using choloroform extraction and isopropanol precipitation.
Dot blot analysis.
Serial dilutions of DNA (80 ng, 40 ng, 20 ng, 10 ng, 5 ng) were spotted on Hybond TM -N+ membrane (Amersham RPN203B) and cross-linked twice with UV (0,12J). To quantify DNA:RNA hybrid formation, the membrane was first blocked in MES/BSA buffer (100 mM MES pH 6,6, NaCl 500 mM, 0,05% Triton, 2 mg/mL BSA) for 30' at RT and then incubated overnight in 0,02 µg/mL of S9.6 antibody. After extensive washes in MES/BSA buffer, exposure to a secondary antibody and ECL revelation was performed using SuperSignal West Femto Maximum Sensitivity Substrate (ThermoScientific 34096) according to standard protocols. To quantify dsDNA, the membrane was first blocked in PBS 1X 0,02% Tween-20 containing 5% Milk and incubated overnight with the dsDNAspecific antibody (ab27156 Abcam, dilution 1/1000). To quantify G4 formation, the membrane was first blocked in BG4 buffer (13) (25 mM Hepes, 10 mM NaCl, 110 mM KCl, 130 mM CaCl 2 , 1 mM MgCl 2 ) containing 1% BSA and incubated overnight with the G4-specific antibody (BG4, MABE917, Merck) at 500 ng/mL in BG4 buffer containing 1% BSA. After extensive washings in PBS 1X 0,02% Tween-20, the membrane was incubated for 1 hour with an anti-Flag antibody (M2, Sigma, dilution 1/1000) at room temperature, followed by exposure to a secondary antibody and ECL revelation using SuperSignal West Femto Maximum Sensitivity Substrate (ThermoScientific 34096). As a positive control, a ssDNA oligonucleotide corresponding to a G4-forming sequence of the cmyc promoter (5'-GAGGGTGGGGAGGGTGGGGAAGG-3') was incubated at 94°C for 5' in either 10 mM Tris pH 7.4, 100 mM KCl (KCl G4 buffer) or in 10 mM Tris pH 7.4 100 mM LiCl (LiCl G4 buffer) and then let to cool down at room temperature for 1 hour. 30 ng of DNA (oligonucleotide or plasmid) was then spotted on the membrane. Atomic Force Microscopy. 5 ng of DNA were diluted in TM buffer (10 mM Tris pH 7.4, 5 mM MgCl 2 ) and loaded on mica disks previously cleaved using Scotch tape to obtain a flat surface. After 2 minutes, the sample was washed with 1 mL of ultrapure water and dried gently using a nitrogen flow. The samples were imaged using an Atomic Force Microscope (Bruker, Nanoscope V Multimode 8 model) using the Tapping Mode in air. Typical AFM of 3µm*3µm (512*512 pixels 2 ) were acquired at a rate of 2 Hz using TESP or DLCS cantilever with a resonant frequency around 300 kHz. All images were edited using NanoScope Analysis program to remove the tilt and low noise frequency in the image, before further analysis (see Supporting material).
SMRF-seq based R-loop footprinting.
After in vitro transcription, the DNA was treated with sodium bisulfite under non-denaturing conditions (no denaturation and incubation at 37°C for 3 hrs) using the Zymo Lightning bisulfite modification kit (Zymo Research). Following sample clean-up, the DNA was amplified using native primers flanking the R-loop prone region and Pacific Biosciences sequencing libraries were built directly from PCR amplicons. Upon library validation, sequencing was performed on pooled barcoded libraries on a Pacific Biosciences RSII instrument. Following sequencing, the Gargamel computational pipeline was used to identify SMRF footprints by tracking significant patches of C to T conversion across high quality circular consensus single reads as described in (14) .
RESULTS

R-loop formation at
Airn allows the folding of the non-template strand into secondary structures.
The non-template strand of the mouse Airn non-coding RNA (ncRNA) was previously shown to display a strong G-skew over roughly 1,4 kb and to contain several stretches of consecutive G residues (6) . Consistent with previous observations (4, 6), we found that this 1,4 kb portion of Airn forms co-transcriptional R-loops after in vitro transcription using the bacteriophage T3 RNA Polymerase. As reported previously (6) , R-loop formation on circular templates was associated with a pronounced shift in plasmid mobility on agarose gels towards the relaxed form ( Figure 1A ). The formation of stable and RNase H-sensitive DNA:RNA hybrids at Airn was confirmed by dot blots with the S9.6 antibody (15) ( Figure 1B ). When restriction enzymes were used to linearize the circular templates after in vitro transcription, R-loop formation resulted in the slower mobility of the linear template on agarose gels ( Figure 1C ). Strikingly, treatment with nuclease P1, which specifically digests ssDNA, completely reverted this upward shift without interfering with the stability of DNA:RNA hybrids ( Figure 1C&D ). These observations strongly suggest that the slower mobility induced by Rloop formation on linear Airn templates is caused by the extruded ssDNA and not by the presence of DNA:RNA hybrids. This is consistent with the idea that the formation of DNA:RNA hybrids at Airn allows the non-template strand to form secondary structures, which are responsible for the mobility shift of the linear template on agarose gels.
Characterization of R-loop architecture at Airn using Atomic Force Microscopy.
To get a better insight into the architecture of co-transcriptional R-loops formed at Airn, we used Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) on mica surfaces to characterize the consequences of R-loop formation on the Airn template. AFM is particularly well-suited to determine with high statistics the shape and the height of individual DNA molecules at the nanometre scale (16, 17) . Maximum R-loop formation was achieved by transcribing circular Airn templates, which were then cut using restriction enzymes to dissociate the Airn coding region (short fragment) from the plasmid backbone (long fragment). Both fragments were subsequently purified and imaged together on mica surfaces ( Figure  2A ). Strikingly, in vitro transcription resulted in the formation of regions of greater height and complex architecture on >80% of short fragments ( Figure 2A&C ). Similar objects were observed when Airn was transcribed from another plasmid, pFC53 (6) ( Figure 2B ). Regions of greater height were however rarely observed on the plasmid backbone, or on the Airn fragment when the DNA had not been transcribed (see below). Furthermore, their frequency was significantly reduced when transcription was followed by a treatment with RNase H to disassemble DNA:RNA hybrids ( Figure 2C ). Taken together, these observations demonstrate that the regions of greater height observed at Airn upon transcription resulted from the formation of R-loops. Thereafter, such structures are referred to as 'Rloop objects'.
Using a custom-built image analysis software (see methods and Figure S2 ), we accurately measured the skeleton length of all the DNA molecules imaged ( Figure 2D ). These measurements confirmed that transcription did not affect the length distribution of the plasmid backbone, consistent with our observation that R-loop objects did not form on the plasmid backbone. On the contrary, transcription resulted in the significant shortening of the Airn fragment. Strikingly, this shortening was largely reverted after RNase H treatment, establishing that R-loop objects assemble in a reversible and DNA:RNA hybrid-dependent manner. By making correlations between the volume of every object and the skeleton length of the corresponding molecule, we showed that R-loop objects of greater volume trigger greater reductions in skeleton length ( Figure 2E ), establishing that bigger objects contain more DNA. On the other hand, the few objects that remained after RNase H treatment had a significantly smaller volume ( Figure 2E ), consistent with the observation that they only resulted in a small reduction in skeleton length ( Figure 2D ). Taken together, these data show that in vitro transcription of Airn resulted in the formation of R-loop objects of varying sizes and containing varying amount of DNA.
We imaged several thousands of molecules over multiple experiments and reproducibly identified three different types of R-loop objects. We named those objects 'blobs', 'spurs' and 'loops' in keeping with the names used to describe the objects that formed after in vitro transcription of the Rloop-prone murine Sγ3 immunoglobulin switch regions (10) . 'Blobs' represent R-loop objects aligned on the main axis of the DNA molecule, whilst 'spurs' come away from this axis; 'Loops' correspond to objects formed when a 'blob' sits at the base of a loop of DNA of regular height ( Figure 3A ). We found that 'spurs' were slightly more abundant than 'blobs' and 'loops' ( Figure 3B ) and had a greater volume ( Figure 3C ). Accordingly, 'spurs' were associated with a greater reduction in skeleton length than 'blobs' ( Figure 3C ) and therefore contained a greater amount of DNA ( Figure 3D ). 'Blobs' and 'loops' had similar volumes but 'loops' contained more DNA because they contain a loop of DNA of regular height in addition to a blob-like object. Overall, this reveals that co-transcriptional R-loops formed at the Airn locus consistently adopt three distinct types of three-dimensional architectures.
R-loop objects impose local physical constraints on the surrounding DNA.
We noticed that the presence of R-loop objects often introduced a marked angle in the DNA template, suggesting that R-loop objects mechanically constrain the surrounding DNA. To formalize this observation, we measured the distribution of angles formed between the incoming and the outgoing DNA strands for 'blob' and 'spurs' objects (see methods). We did not consider the 'loop' objects in this analysis, as it was often harder to determine the incoming and the outgoing DNA strands for this type of objects. We established that the distributions of angles for both 'blob' and 'spurs' were significantly different from the normal angle distribution determined on molecules without objects ( Figure 3E ), suggesting that R-loop objects kink the DNA molecule locally. Strikingly, 'blob' and 'spurs' objects introduce a different range of angles in the DNA template (respectively, 161 ±12 degrees and 110 ± 14 degrees, mean ± standard deviation). Importantly, this is irrespective of their volume ( Figure 3E ), which suggests that the internal organization of 'blob' and 'spurs' differs significantly. R-loop formation at Airn can therefore generate different types of structures, each with a distinct impact on the surrounding DNA.
To summarize, our data show that R-loop formation at Airn produces ssDNA-containing secondary structures that can be detected by AFM as objects of varying shape and volume. Those objects contain several hundreds of base pairs and introduce deformations in the surrounding DNA visible as kinks. As we detected several types of objects, it is likely that the extruded non-template strand of Airn can adopt several possible secondary structures.
The position of R-loop objects overlaps with the position of R-loops mapped by SMRF-seq.
Our observations suggested that individual transcription cycles could produce R-loops of different sequence and/or position. To accurately estimate the position of R-loop objects along the Airn template, we used our image analysis software to automatically measure the distance between each object and both DNA ends. Interestingly, the distance to the nearest end was similar between the different types of objects, whilst the distance to the furthest end was significantly greater for 'blobs' than for 'spurs' and 'loops' ( Figure 4A ). This observation is consistent with the idea that the starting position is conserved between objects, whilst their end position varies depending on their size.
Non-denaturing bisulfite probing can be used to map R-loops owing to the presence of bisulfite-reactive single-stranded DNA on the looped out non-template DNA strand (12) . Bisulfitemediated deamination of susceptible cytosines to uracils provides a convenient readout for singlestranded DNA that is amenable to high-throughput single molecule DNA sequencing (14) . Single Molecule R-loop Footprinting (SMRF-seq) can easily be used to map R-loops generated upon in vitro transcription, without prior S9.6 enrichment. For this, supercoiled pUC57-Airn was transcribed, linearized post transcription, and R-loops mapped by virtue of the strand-specific patterns of C to T conversion induced by non-denaturing bisulfite treatment. As expected, clear strand-specific patterns of bisulfite sensitivity were observed on the displaced strand of the plasmid ( Figure 4B ), while the RNA-paired template DNA strand was protected from bisulfite. Based on the analysis of 562 independent R-loop-carrying molecules, R-loops were distributed principally over two clusters, with 88% of R-loop footprints mapping to cluster 2 located 422-768 bp downstream of the T3 promoter ( Figure 4B ). This main cluster matched well with a region of predicted high R-loop favourability (14) . R-loops within cluster 2 were characterized by a discrete series of starts and stops defining overlapping molecular sub-clusters of varying sizes. The position of R-loop objects detected by AFM and the position of R-loops mapped using SMRF-seq showed striking overlap when we assumed that the nearest DNA end corresponded to the 5' of Airn ( Figure 4C ). If we assumed instead that the nearest DNA end to the object corresponded to the 3' of Airn, the overlap was poor. In addition, these data showed that the size of R-loops mapped by SMRF-seq and the size of R-loop objects detected by AFM were remarkably consistent ( Figure 4C ). Overall, the strong agreement between orthogonal data types, AFM mapping and chemical footprinting strongly supports the idea that R-loop objects detected by AFM correspond to genuine R-loops formed along the DNA.
R-loop objects are resistant to the presence of lithium
Similar R-loop objects were previously reported after in vitro transcription of the R-loop prone murine Sγ3 immunoglobulin switch regions (10) . In this case, the formation of objects at Sγ3 repeats was attributed to the assembly of the extruded ssDNA into G-quadruplexes (G4s), because their formation was sensitive to the presence of lithium ions during transcription. To evaluate the possibility that the objects we detected at Airn were the result of G4 formation, we carried out in vitro transcription in the complete absence of NaCl, which was replaced by either 40 mM KCl or 40 mM LiCl to respectively stabilize or destabilize G4, as previously described (10) . The presence of LiCl had no effect on the transcription-induced shift of the DNA template on an agarose gel ( Figure 5A ), on the amount of DNA:RNA hybrids produced during transcription ( Figure 5B ) or on the abundance ( Figure  5C ), properties and positions of the R-loop objects detected using AFM ( Figure 5D&E ). Similar conclusions were reached when LiCl was added during transcription of pFC53 ( Figure S3 ). To directly probe G4 formation at Airn, we used the BG4 antibody that recognizes different structural conformations of G4 (18) . Dot blot assays with the BG4 antibody confirmed LiCl-sensitive G4 formation at c-myc and G4 formation in a plasmid containing Sγ3 immunoglobulin switch regions. Treatment with nuclease P1 to digest the G4-containing ssDNA eliminated the BG4 signal at Sγ3 immunoglobulin switch regions. Taken together, these data highlight the specificity of the BG4 antibody, as reported previously (18) . However, these experiments also established that G4 formation at Airn was not significant and importantly not induced by transcription or sensitive to RNase H treatment ( Figure 5F ). We conclude that G4 formation is unlikely to explain the formation of R-loop objects detected by AFM at Airn.
Directed mutagenesis impacts the formation of R-loop objects without interfering with the formation of DNA:RNA hybrids.
If G4 formation does not explain the formation of R-loop objects at Airn, we considered the possibility that they resulted from the formation of other, lithium-resistant secondary structures in the extruded ssDNA. The non-template strand of Airn contains a stretch of 14 G residues towards the 5' border of the main R-loop forming region (cluster II). To test the possibility that R-loop formation would allow this G-stretch to form secondary structures by interacting with other parts of the gene through either Watson-Crick or Hoogsteen bonds, we sought to mutagenize this motif without interfering with the R-loop forming ability of Airn. We found that the introduction of five G to A mutations in the G stretch ( Figure 6A ) did not affect the amount of DNA:RNA hybrids produced after in vitro transcription ( Figure 6B ) but reduced dramatically the mobility shift of the linear Airn template on agarose gel ( Figure 6C ), in a similar way to the nuclease P1 treatment ( Figure 1C ). This compelling observation confirmed that the transcription-dependent and RNase H-sensitive mobility shift of linear Airn templates on agarose gels is not due to the formation of DNA:RNA hybrids in itself but most likely to the formation of secondary structures within the extruded ssDNA. In addition, this observation strongly suggested that the stretch of 14 G residues at the 5' of cluster II is somehow involved in the formation of these secondary structures.
In keeping with this conclusion, the G-stretch mutations affected significantly the formation of R-loop objects detected by AFM: although the mutant template was still able to produce 'blobs', 'spurs' and 'loops', their frequency ( Figure 6D ) and their volume ( Figure 6E ) were strongly reduced. In addition, the position of the remaining R-loop objects was slightly altered. In particular, 'blob' and 'loop' objects were more often detected closer to the nearest DNA end in the mutant ( Figure 6F ), whilst the position of the remaining 'spur' objects was largely unaffected. This new upstream position of objects overlapped with the position of the minor cluster of R-loop footprints that was seen by SMRF-seq (cluster I, Figure 4B ). In support of this observation, we confirmed that the corresponding 5' end of Airn in isolation was indeed able to form R-loops and small R-loop objects ( Figure S4 ). Importantly, R-loop footprinting using SMRF-seq indicated that the G-stretch mutations did not dramatically affect the position of R-loops, although we detected slightly more R-loop footprints over the 5' R-loop cluster (cluster I) in the G-stretch mutant, with a corresponding decrease over the main cluster II ( Figure 6G and Figure S5 ). These observations again demonstrate the strong agreement between AFM mapping data and chemical footprinting data. Altogether, our results establish that Airn contains two R-loop forming sites, among which one overlaps the G-stretch and is much more likely to harbour stable R-loops. Mutation of the G-stretch reduced slightly the likelihood of R-loop formation at this site and increased R-loop formation upstream at the secondary 5' site. More importantly, our data establish that to mutate just 5 residues in a 1375 nt-long template had a profound impact on the threedimensional R-loop architecture while causing only slight alterations in R-loops themselves as measured by their frequencies, positions and lengths.
R-loop formation at sum3 does not produce R-loop objects.
Our in-depth analysis of R-loop formation at Airn suggested that the formation of sequencedependent secondary structures within the non-template strand contributed to the overall architecture and physical properties of R-loops. This suggested that R-loops could be distinguished by their architecture. To evaluate the potential diversity of R-loop architectures, we sought to identify a gene that would form comparable amount of R-loops as Airn upon in vitro transcription. Our previous mapping of R-loops at near nucleotide resolution in fission yeast (19) suggested that R-loops form at the sum3 gene. Consistent with this, in vitro transcription of a circular plasmid containing sum3 resulted in the RNase H-sensitive mobility shift of the plasmid on agarose gels towards the relaxed state ( Figure 7A ) and in the accumulation of DNA:RNA hybrids to levels comparable to those obtained after in vitro transcription of Airn ( Figure 7B ). However, when the templates were linearized, R-loop formation did not result in the upward shift of the sum3 template, contrary to what we observed on the Airn template ( Figure 7A , lower panel). In addition, only very few and very small R-loop objects were detected at sum3 using AFM ( Figure 7C ). Consistent with this, transcription did not significantly affect the skeleton length of the sum3 template ( Figure 7D ). Taken together, these observations show that the extruded ssDNA at sum3 R-loops does not form detectable R-loop objects.
To conclude, our results demonstrate that R-loop formation does not necessarily lead to the formation of R-loop objects detectable by AFM and that R-loops can be distinguished by their threedimensional architecture, at least in vitro. In addition, we provide an easy way to identify objectforming R-loops: whilst all R-loops are able to relieve the supercoiling of a circular plasmid, we show here that only object-forming R-loops alter the mobility of linear templates on agarose gels.
DISCUSSION
Our multi-disciplinary analysis of R-loop formation at the single molecule resolution demonstrates that the nucleotide sequence of the extruded non-template strand of R-loops determines the three-dimensional architecture of R-loops in vitro. Consistent with this, different R-loops adopt different conformations and to mutate the DNA sequence without interfering with R-loop formation resulted in significant alterations to the R-loop objects detected by AFM. In addition, our data are consistent with the idea that at least some R-loop architectures impose significant short-range mechanical constraints on the surrounding DNA via the introduction of kinks in the template ( Figure  3E ). More generally, our work suggests that R-loops possess intrinsic sequence-driven physical properties. Finally, in agreement with previous observations (10), we establish that there is significant variability in the size and shape of R-loop objects for a given gene, suggesting that individual transcription cycles produce R-loops of different sizes and architectures.
The formation of secondary structures within the extruded non-template strand of R-loops has long been hypothesized, mostly because at least some R-loops were shown to form over nucleotide sequences with structure-forming potential, as determined computationally (7, 20, 21) . But to our knowledge, this possibility had never been rigorously tested experimentally. In addition, a recent study reported that only 0.4%-9% of DNA sequences with structure-forming potential actually formed detectable secondary structures in vivo (22) . Consequently, the enrichment of structure-forming motifs in R-loops does not necessarily equate to the formation of secondary structures. We therefore surmise that only very few R-loops drive the formation of biologically relevant secondary structures and a future challenge will be to identify those R-loops that genuinely drive the formation of secondary structures in vivo.
What are the R-loop objects that we revealed at Airn? It was previously proposed that similar structures formed at the Sγ3 immunoglobulin switch regions resulted from the formation of Gquadruplex (G4) (10) . In addition, it was shown recently that there is interplay between R-loop and G4 formation, at least at a subset of R-loops (23) . Although the G-stretch motif that we mutated in Airn is predicted to be able to form G4, there are several reasons why we do not think that G4 formation underlies the structures that we detected. First, it seems unlikely that G4 formation over a 22 nt motif would be able to trigger the assembly of ~300 nt-long structures. Second, G4 formation at this motif might be predicted to form predominantly one type of structure with a given shape and a given volume, rather than the diversity of structures that we have observed. Third, our data indicate that Rloop objects at Airn are resistant to 40 mM LiCl, a treatment that should prevent the stabilization of G4s. Finally, no significant G4 formation was detected upon transcription of Airn using the G4-specific BG4 antibody. Several studies proposed that R-loop formation within a purine-rich sequence such as Airn could stabilize triplex H-DNA structures (H-loops) (21, 24, 25) . Although this is a hypothesis that would be particularly attractive to explain the formation of the loop objects that we detected ( Figure  3A) , it seems inconsistent with our observations: in the G-stretch mutant, the five G to A mutations we introduced did not change the purine content of the sequence and yet they interfered significantly with the formation of R-loop objects. Further work will be required to establish exactly the type of structures that assembles at Airn upon R-loop formation. Whatever the exact organization of the different Rloops objects that we detected, our observations strongly suggest that R-loops might also impinge on gene expression and genome stability through the formation of other types of secondary structures than G4.
The single-stranded DNA binding protein RPA was shown previously to bind to the extruded non-template strand of R-loops and to stimulate the activity of RNase H1 against R-loops (26) . It is likely that the formation of secondary structures in vivo will be counter-balanced by the binding of RPA to the non-template strand and it is conceivable that the half-life of an R-loop will depend directly on this dynamic equilibrium. We therefore speculate that the formation of secondary structures within the non-template strand could stabilize R-loops by limiting RNase H1 access. The fact that structureforming R-loops could be more stable might contribute to their function and/or toxicity. When the enzymes that disassemble R-loops are defective, R-loops could have more time to form secondary structures, which could in turn alter their toxic potential and trigger genome instability. This model is consistent with the idea that only a small subset of R-loops is associated with DNA breaks (2) . We speculate that structured R-loops could be more toxic for the cell and become replication impediments, as proposed recently (21) . Consistent with this hypothesis, the formation of R-loops at Airn was shown to induce replication stress (4) and structure forming non-B DNA sequences are prominent barriers to replication fork progression (21, 27) . Structured R-loops could impede directly the passage of replication forks. Alternatively, their consequences on the mechanical properties of the surrounding DNA could signal the presence of R-loops to the cell and, depending on the structures, recruit different proteins, which in turn could contribute to their toxicity. For example, it will be interesting to test whether or not structured R-loops represent better substrates for the flap endonucleases XPF and XPG that have been shown to contribute to the genotoxicity of R-loops (28) . Alternatively, it was proposed that the toxicity of R-loops could be mediated at least in part by their ability to induce local alterations to the epigenome (29, 30) . It is conceivable that structure-forming Rloops could have a different impact on the epigenome by recruiting different chromatin modifiers.
Finally, our data are consistent with the idea that highly structured R-loops could require more than one enzyme for complete disassembly: a DNA helicase to remove the secondary structures within the extruded ssDNA and a DNA:RNA helicase or RNase H to resolve the DNA:RNA hybrid itself ( Figure S6 ). This could explain why we still detected small R-loop objects at Airn after RNase H treatment, even in the absence of detectable DNA:RNA hybrids (Figure 2) . Alternatively, the complete removal of structure-forming R-loops might require specific helicases that can act against both DNA:RNA hybrid and DNA hairpins. It is unclear at this stage whether any of the helicases that have been implicated in R-loop resolution are also involved in removing secondary structures within the extruded non-template strand of R-loops. Most published evidence suggests that such helicases are more likely to target the DNA/RNA hybrid moiety of R-loops. It is however interesting to note that the FANCI/FANCD2 heterodimer was recently shown to bind to the non-template strand of G-rich R-loops in vitro and it was proposed that it might facilitate R-loop resolution by recruiting downstream effectors (31) . It is still unclear at this stage however whether the binding of FANCI/FANCD2 heterodimers to Rloops would be influenced by secondary structures within the G-rich non-template strand. Future experiments should determine whether the proteome associated with R-loops differs whether or not their extruded non-template strand can form secondary structures.
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FIGURE LEGENDS
Figure 1: R-loop formation at Airn allows the folding of the non-template strand into secondary structures in vitro. (AB)
The circular plasmid pUC57-Airn was transcribed in vitro and treated or not with RNase H as indicated. After purification, the DNA was run on agarose gels (A) or spotted on a membrane to perform dot blot analysis with the indicated antibodies (B). (CD) The circular plasmid pUC57-Airn was transcribed in vitro before restriction enzymes were used to separate the plasmid backbone from the Airn gene. After restriction digest, the reactions were treated either with RNase H or nuclease P1 as indicated. After purification, the DNA was run on an agarose gel (C) or spotted on a membrane to perform dot blot analysis with the indicated antibodies (D).
Figure 2: AFM analysis of the R-loop dependent secondary structures formed at Airn. (A)
pUC57-Airn were processed as in Figure 1C and visualized using AFM. In pUC57-Airn, Airn is present on the short fragment. The blue square highlights a long DNA fragment corresponding to the plasmid backbone and white squares highly short DNA fragments corresponding to Airn. Magnifications of the molecules identified by a white square are shown underneath. (B) (left) pFC53 plasmids were processed as in Figure 1C and visualized using AFM. In pFC53, Airn is present on the long fragment. Object volume (nm ) 3 Object volume (nm ) 3 Object volume (nm ) 3 
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